
Seattle celebrates Lekatit – 11 

Organized by the Seattle chapter of UTNA, the 39
th

 founding anniversary of the TPLF was 

colorfully celebrated with hundreds of people of different ages in attendance on Saturday Feb 22, 

2014. 

The event was started by observing a moment of silence to honor the martyrs who paid their 

lives to realize today’s Ethiopia and to remind again and again that Ethiopia owes its 

achievements to the blood of the martyrs of Lekatit – 11. It was then followed by the youth 

singing “Mesmer iyu haylna”…. a very deep and moving song by the TPLF Cultural Troupe 

during the days of the armed struggle. 

Representatives from UTNA, Women’s Association, and Tigray Community took turns to the 

podium presenting happy anniversary wishes and messages, and renewing their commitment to 

work alongside their people for a better Tigray and better Ethiopia to honor the heroic deeds of 

the martyrs with deeds. 

Messages from the TPLF Bureau and UTNA Central Committee were also read highlighting the 

development achievements so far and reminding us of the need to do more, to be united and 

coordinate our efforts to take part in the development activities of our region…. and both invited 

the audience to attend and participate in the upcoming “Festival Hdasse Tigray” in Mekelle from 

July 31 – Aug 6, 2014. 

One thing that stood out in this event was the active participation of the youth. Most of them 

wearing T-shirts bearing the pictures of our fallen heroes and our regional flag, they took the 

podium and read very moving poems full of memories of the 17 years of the armed struggle, the 

sacrifice paid, the challenges ahead, and the need to be vigilant and 

defeat the idea of those nostalgic of the old times. 

 

 

To supplement what was announced earlier in the opening ceremony about Festival2014 in 

Tigray, representatives from the NA Board of Festival2014 and UTNA gave brief explanations 

about the big international event in Mekelle scheduled for the Summer of 2014. They informed 

the audience about an on-going negotiation with Ethiopian Airlines for a discounted fare for 

those who will travel for the festival and circulated registration forms in the hall. 

The “wegah tbel leyti guayla” by artist Wedi Kokeb was then concluded at 2:00 AM. 

Many thanks to: 

 Seattle Women’s Association – the back bone of our community 

 Seattle Youth – you are the future…. Keep it up! 

 

Eternal glory to our Martyrs !!! 

UTNA Seattle Chapter 


